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1/(Doom & Destruction) 

•  Insert doom & destruction, planet dying, must save, 
there can be a bright future, the answer is blowing in 
the wind, just need to look carefully, slide here 



Why Energy Storage? 

•  The sun does not 
always shine 

•  The wind is not 
always blowing 
constantly 
–  50% offshore 

capacity factor 
•  Energy storage 

provides consistent 
energy source 
–  Decreases cost 

of energy 
transmission 
system to land 

•  If we could create a 
pumped hydro 
system offshore…. 
–  There is 

PLENTY of 
water and 
PLENTY of 
depth… 

Figure from Electricity Storage Association 
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Slicing through Obstacles: Occam’s Razor 
•  William of Occam (1284-1347) philosopher and theologian 

–  Ockham stressed the Aristotelian principle that entities must not be 
multiplied beyond what is necessary (see Maudslay’s maxims on page 1-4) 

•  A problem should be stated in its most basic and simplest terms 
•  The simplest theory that fits the facts of a problem should be selected 
•  Limit Analysis can be used to check ideas  

•  Use fundamental principles as catalysts to help you 
–  Keep It Super Simple (KISS) & Make It Super Simple (MISS) 
–  The principle of the structural loop can minimize complexity 
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Background: FRDPARRC 
•  Define the problem simultaneously with solutions: 

–  FRDPARRC the system with repeating process 
•  Strategy, Concept, Details 
•  FRs, DPs, Analysis, Risks, Countermeasures across the entire system catalyzes innovation 

and adherence to Occam’s razor 

•  Strategy FRDPARRC: 

Functional 
Requirements 
(Events) 
Words 

Design 
Parameters (Idea) 
Words & Drawings 

Analysis 
Experiments, Words, 
FEA, Equations, 
Spreadsheets… 

References 
Historical 
documents, www… 

Risk 
Words, Drawings, 
Analysis… 

Counter-
measures 
Words, Drawings, 
Analysis… 

A list of independent 
functions that the 
design is to 
accomplish.  Series 
(1,2,3…) and Parallel 
(4a, 4b..) FRs 
(Events) can be listed 
to create the Function 
Structure 

Power on 
demand 

Ideally independent 
means to accomplish 
each FR. AN FR CAN 
HAVE SEVERAL 
POTENTIAL DPs. The 
“best one” ultimately 
must be selected 

Generate 
power as 
needed 

Store energy 

Economic (financial or 
maximizing score etc), 
time & motion, power, 
stress… 
EACH DP’s FEASABILITY 
MUST BE PROVEN. 
Analysis can be used to 
create DPs! 

E=1/2mV2 

E=mgh 
E=mCpΔT 
… 

Anything that can 
help develop the idea 
including personal 
contacts, articles, 
patents, web sites…. 

High, Medium, Low 
(explain why) risk 
of development 
assessment for 
each DP 

High temps, 
delicate 
optics 

Need deep 
water, high 
pressure 

Ideas or plan to 
mitigate each risk, 
including use of off-
the-shelf known 
solutions 

Use no fixed 
optics where 
there is high 
flux 

Deep offshore 
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Concepts 

Functional 
Requirements 
(Events) 
Words 

Design 
Parameters (Idea) 
Words & Drawings 

Analysis 
Experiments, Words, 
FEA, Equations, 
Spreadsheets… 

References 
Historical 
documents, www… 

Risk 
Words, Drawings, 
Analysis… 

Counter-
measures 
Words, Drawings, 
Analysis… 

Store Energy Compress air 
Springs 
Capacitors 
Spin flywheel 
Raise and 
lower mass 

E=1/2kx2 

E=1/2CV2 

E=1/2Jω2 

E=mgh 

www.generalcompres
sion.com 

US 7,040,859 
www.ultracapacito
rs.org/
ultracapacitors.or
g-blog/wind-
turbines-farm-
wind-power.html - 
53k  
www.satcom.com 
Pumped 
hydro 

Non adiabatic 
losses 
Sudden failure 
Sudden short 
Sudden failure 

Not enough 
lakes, Burst 
dam 

Suffer it 
Run away 
Run away 
Run away 
Deep offshore 
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Concept: Offshore Renewable Energy System 

•  Hypothesis: Energy storage capability reduces size/cost of HVDC 
transmission line 

•  Submerged chambers store energy and moor floating wind turbines 
–  Ocean as a pumped hydro storage system 



Power Generation & Storage System Parameters 
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Storage Sphere Physical Parameters 
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Manufacturing is Key 
•  480,000 segments will be 

required 
–  10p meter inner diameter 
–  1900 metric tons each 
–  They can be “molded” from 

concrete in a production line 
•  IF they are designed for 

manufacture 
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Sphere Assembly 
•  The storage sphere design is analogous to a barrel 

–  BUT they are much bigger, and each is free standing 
–  They can be manipulated into position by injecting water into ports so 

the float like air hockey pucks 
–  The “staves” will be physically keyed 
–  Grout will be injected to seal the system 
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Pumped Hydro System 
•  Mature concept in general 
•  Specifically here still a very active research area 

–  Not ready to discuss specifics at this time 
–  Too many options! 

•  In general probably likely: 
–  A single motor/pump unit  

•  Stores energy in the sphere by pumping water out 
•  Generates power by valve opening and then water flowing back in 

through the pump 
•  A valve is closed when the unit is not active 
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Estimated Manufacturing Costs 
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System and Operational Costs 
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Economical Symbiotic Relationships  
•  Its not just the wind: 
•  Large wind energy site tract can also be a marine sanctuary 

–  Enables depleted fish stocks to rebound 
–  Displaced fisherman help install and maintain the wind energy sites 

•  Industrial waste used in construction of storage spheres 
–  Ash from powerplants used for the storage sphere concrete 
–  Harbor and river dredge material used for the ballast 

•  Jobs Jobs Jobs 
–  Giant scale manufacturing implies make it near where it will be used 
–  Revitalize industrial zones of coastal cities 

•  Current Account Deficit Reduction 
–  The world’s biggest importer and debtor nation has to produce more 

domestically 
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Conclusions 
•  The technology is straightforward and reasonably 

economical 
–  Essentially shovel ready 

•  BUT, to really do wind energy right 
–  True cost of carbon needs to be included in fuel costs 
–  Large offshore tracts must be set aside for development 
–  Pre-cleared & permitted on Federal and State level 
–  Industry can then proceed with confidence to develop large scale 

mass manufacturing and emplacement techniques 

•  Symbiotic relationships are further keys to success 
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From Vestas literature 

Offshore Wind:  Why Fish Don’t Have Propellers 
•  Keeping water and dirt out of a 

bearing is of utmost importance 
for long bearing life 

•  The simplest seals are shields that 
keep dirt out using a labyrinth path 

–  Internally supplied air pressure create 
a net outflow 

•  A mechanical contact seal is the 
best for low speed sealing, but it 
generates friction 

•  Flingers use centrifugal force to 
keep contaminants out and 
lubricants in 

•  Select designs that minimize the 
number of dynamic seals 

•  Continuously monitor lubricant 
health! 

•  The best dynamic seal 
is no seal 

http://nmml.afsc.noaa.gov/education/pinnipeds/seals.htm 

http://w
w

w
.inpro-seal.com
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HydroBushing™ Castable Surface Self 
Compensated Hydrostatic Bearing 
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Testing 


